Charge resistance and spin torque are generated by coherent carrier transport through ferromagnetic 2π domain walls, although they follow qualitatively different trends than for π domain walls. The charge resistance of 2π domain walls reaches a maximum at an intermediate wall thickness, unlike π domain walls, whose resistance decreases monotonically with wall thickness. The peak amplitude of the spin torque and the optimal thickness of the domain wall to maximize torque for a 2π wall are more than twice as large as found for a π domain wall in the same material, producing a larger domain wall velocity for the 2π wall and suggesting unexpected nonlinearities in magnetoelectronic devices incorporating domain wall motion.
Spin torque generated by spin transport through inhomogeneous magnetic systems, a direct manifestation of the conservation of the angular momentum associated with spin, underlies both unresolved fundamental questions and potential applications, including fast, localized electrical switching of magnetic moments or domains [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] , depinning and transport of domain walls [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] , electrical driving of ferromagnetic resonance [13, 14, 15, 16] , and controlled generation of coherent magnons [12, 17] . Structures showing spin torque are commonly domain walls between two regions whose magnetization orientation differs by an angle θ, called θ-domain walls. Although spin torque on a π wall has garnered much experimental and theoretical attention [6, 7, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] , little has been done to explore spin torque in 2π walls, which are known to be stable in many metallic systems [28] , and have been seen experimentally [29] . The difference between 2π wall behavior and π behavior might be most marked when ballistic transport across the domain wall is possible, such as for magnetic semiconductor domain walls (whose π walls are predicted to have highly nonlinear spin transport properties [30, 31] , although spin torque was not explored). Understanding 2π domain walls may also lead to novel spin torque devices, such have been predicted for π walls [9, 32, 33] .
Here we calculate the charge and spin transport and torque for π and 2π domain walls in a ferromagnetic semiconductor. Under the conditions of coherent transport, analytic solutions for spin-dependent transmission and reflection coefficients for the different spin channels are possible [30, 34] . Highly nonlinear voltage dependence of the spin transport and spin torque occurs for both the π and 2π walls, but with very different wall thickness dependence. The 2π domain wall resistance vanishes in the limit of zero thickness as well as for thick walls (in which the spin adiabatically follows the local magnetization), but peaks for intermediate thicknesses; the π domain wall resistance monotonically decreases with thickness. The spin torque on a π wall is insensitive to domain wall width, except for very thin walls. For 2π walls, how- ever, a large spin torque is generated by spin transport over a range of intermediate wall widths, but very little spin torque is generated for both very thin and very thick walls. Even more surprising, the peak domain wall velocity is larger for a 2π wall than a π wall, 3π wall, or 4π wall, suggesting that multiple-rotation (helical) walls may provide the fastest domain wall velocities in a ferromagnetic semiconductor material. Schematics of the π-domain wall and 2π-domain wall are shown in Fig. 1 . There are two regions of ferromagnetic material, with their magnetizations oriented antiparallel for the π wall case and parallel for the 2π wall case, separated by a Néel type domain wall (energetically favorable in thin films [35] ) . The exchange field in the domain wall is approximated to be
where θ varies smoothly with x in the form θ = φx/d, and φ = π or 2π is the angle through which the magnetization rotates from x = 0 to x = −d. Spin transport through the domain wall begins with carriers incident on the right hand side of the domain wall, with their spins oriented antiparallel to the magnetization in that region (the case for GaMnAs, Fig. 1 ). These carriers can be reflected or transmitted either with or without flipping their spins, and the incoming, re-flected, and transmitted wavefunctions are:
where t sf (t nf ) and r sf (r nf ) are the coefficients for transmission and reflection with(without) spin flip. We calculate the reflection and transmission coefficients by solving the Schrödinger equation inside the domain wall [30] −h
where ∆ is the energy splitting between carriers of opposite spin orientation in the ferromagnetic material.
With a position-dependent θ in the Hamiltonian, it is most convenient to transform to a rotating frame [36] . The rotation matrix
defines ψ = Rϕ and removes the θ dependence from the off-diagonal potential matrix:
and yields a modified Schrödinger equation:
Eq. (7) can be solved analytically for the wavefunctions inside the domain wall. We then set up matching conditions for the wavefunctions and their derivatives at the wall boundaries, and solve for the transmission and reflection coefficients.
After obtaining the full wavefunctions for the entire system, we define a charge current density J and spin current density Q [37] 
The tensor Q has a flow direction in real space as well as a direction in spin space. As our transport model is one-dimensional, the real-space flow direction lies solely along thex direction, and we write Q as a vector with components corresponding to the appropriate spin-space directions. As this spin current is not a conserved quantity, we can then define the spin torque per unit area as the amount of spin current lost to the domain wall during transport [37] :
Charge currents and spin torque can be calculated by integrating the transmission and reflection coefficients from Eq. (7) over the carrier population. Calculations here will treat a model representative of GaMnAs, corresponding to a spin-split three-dimensional parabolic hole band with spin splitting ∆ = 100 meV and valence hole effective mass m * = 0.45 m e , where m e is the mass of the bare electron. We assume a temperature of 110 K and a carrier density of ∼ 10 19 cm −3 . For these parameters GaMnAs is effectively a 100% spin-polarized ferromagnetic semiconductor, for which the effects we find are most visible. Although the results change quantitatively for different parameters (corresponding, e.g., to lower spin polarization in GaMnAs), the qualitative trends we have identified are robust so long as the Fermi energy and the temperature are much less than the spin splitting (100 meV). Fig. 2 shows calculated probabilities for transmission and reflection with and without spin flip for several thicknesses of π and 2π Néel walls (presumably engineered by modifying film thickness and geometric shape), and shows the charge current when an average over the carrier population is taken of the coefficients in Fig. 2 . The thin wall and thick wall limits for 2π-domain walls differ substantially from those of π-domain walls. For thin walls the carriers effectively move through the domain wall without changing their spin orientation, which leads to carrier reflection for the π-domain wall as at low energy there are no final states on the other side with the correct spin orientation (and thus high resistance [30] ). A thin 2π-domain wall, however, will let the carriers through efficiently and thus have low resistance. As the thickness of a π-domain wall increases, the spin-flip transmission monotonically increases (as shown for successively wider domain walls in Fig. 2(a-d) ), and the resistance drops, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . As the thickness of a 2π-domain wall increases initially from zero thickness, spin precession in the domain wall becomes more pronounced and carrier reflection is possible, so the resistance increases. However, in the limit of a very thick 2π-domain wall the carriers will adiabatically follow the local magnetization and thus will be oriented once again parallel to the final magnetization, producing low resistance. Thus a finite thickness with maximal domain wall resistance should be expected for a 2π-domain wall, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Fig. 4 shows the calculated components of the spin torque from Eq. 10. In the region of energy below the spin splitting ∆, the π wall graphs(a-d) show largex andŷ torque components for the 0.1 nm(a) and 1 nm(b) walls, with smaller torques for the 5 nm(c) and 10 nm(d) wall. In the energy region below ∆ for the 2π walls(eh), we calculate almost no spin torque for the 0.1 nm(e) and 1 nm(f) walls, largex andŷ torque components for the 5 nm wall(g), and diminishing torques for the 10 nm wall(h). We identify the spin torque as adiabatic (proportional to ∇M(r), and thus parallel tox) or nonadiabatic (proportional to M(r) × ∇M(r), parallel toŷ), and find both components contribute significantly to the spin torque for both π and 2π walls. Thus the common assumption of principally adiabatic torque for π walls in metals [22, 24, 38] (except for very narrow walls) breaks down for coherent transport, such as it does for unusual shape anisotropy or strong spin-orbit interaction [39, 40] . Fig. 5 shows the components of the total spin torque for each type of domain wall. For the π wall both torque components change sign with voltage, as higher-energy regions of Fig. 4 with opposite sign torque are accessed. For the 2π wall we calculate almost no torque for the 0.1 nm and 1 nm walls, the largest of the four torques is at 5 nm (the width where the charge current has its smallest value) and a smaller torque at 10 nm. nents as well as the overall magnitude of the spin torque as a function of the domain wall width for a fixed applied voltage across the walls, 5 mV. For the 2π wall(c,d) thex component andŷ components exhibit non-trivial dependence on the width of the domain wall, peaking at widths ∼ 9 nm and ∼ 6 nm respectively. In (d) we see that the overall magnitude of the spin torque follows the curve of the larger non-adiabaticŷ component, thus also peaking near 6 nm. This treatment of coherent transport across domain walls has shown that the behavior of spin transport through domain walls is intrinsically nonlinear in voltage and magnetization rotation angle, for spin transport and torque both depend nonlinearly on the applied voltage, and the properties of a wall with twice the magnetization rotation (2π wall) are not related in any clear fashion to the properties of the π wall. The domain wall resistance to charge current follows different qualitative trends for the 2π domain wall than the π domain wall, leading to a maximum resistance at an intermediate wall thickness, as opposed to maximum resistance at zero thickness. An optimal-thickness 2π Néel wall experiences more than twice as much spin torque as an optimal thickness π domain wall for the same applied voltage, producing a domain wall velocity 50% higher for the 2π wall. This indicates that there an optimal width for achieving a maximum amount of spin torque, which should assist in understanding the time-dependent properties of domain walls in the presence of current, including potentially finding the fastest racers around a magnetic racetrack memory [9] . This work was supported by an ARO MURI.
